Supervision project for gas distribution system in experimental areas during LS2
Works to be done according to the budget

for experimental areas:

157(CLOUD), 193(AD), 887(EHN1 North Area) and 888 (North Area)

- Installing new mixing area racks and control racks
  - Putting in place the assembled racks with all equipment (sensors, pipes, cabling)
  - Connecting equipment
  - Commissioning
- Pulling power supply cables 230V, 400V by EN-EL and 24V by EN-EA-AS
- Pulling communication cables between the mixing area racks and control racks
- Commissioning of control application done by BE-ICS, which may require direct access to the area
Building 193 – area of works

MIXING AREAS
- (1) 193/S-N23
- (2) 193/S-P17

CONTROL RACK
- 193/S-H23 (old racks RYE21-24)

BUDGET: not confirmed yet
SCHEDULE: end 2019 – beginning 2020
ACCESSIBILITY: ?
Building 157 – area of works

- **MIXING AREAS**
  - 157/R-020

**BUDGET:** confirmed

**SCHEDULE:** after Mar/Apr 2020

**ACCESSIBILITY:** ?

Gas supply: 157
Building 887 – area of works

MIXING AREAS
- (1) 887/R-A01
- (2) 887/R-Q54
- (3) 887/R-C47

MIXING AREAS
- (4) 887/1-B79
- (5) 887/1-R75

(1) gas supply: 909
(2) gas supply: 907
(3) gas supply: 909
(4) gas supply: 909
(5) gas supply: 907

BUDGET: not confirmed yet
SCHEDULE: end 2019 – beginning 2020
ACCESSIBILITY: ?
Building 888 – area of works

MIXING AREAS
- 888/R-028

BUDGET: not confirmed yet
SCHEDULE: end 2019 – beginning 2020
ACCESSIBILITY: ?

gas supply: 908
Building 918 – area of works

MIXING AREAS

- 918/R-404

No works in this building

gas supply: 920